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Krohne Magnetic
Flow Meters
Many of you will have installed our Krohne electromagnetic flow meters
into irrigation systems and farms throughout New Zealand. For us, keeping
up with demand can be difficult as these meters become more and more
popular. We have container loads arriving every couple of months now and
a full range of sizes and models in stock. These are listed on pg 120 of our
2015 price book.
The Krohne electromagnetic flow meter is
especially useful when the fluid being recorded
has some solids in it. It uses the electrical
conductivity in the fluid via a magnetic field to
measure the velocity of the fluid and therefore
the volumetric flow rate. This might sound a bit
over the top but the results are accurate and
can then be sent to external sources either for
recording or for remote control of the system.
Because these flow meters can measure fluids
containing solids, they can also be used on farm
effluent systems to record flow rates. They are
available in both 240vac and battery powered
DC units (for installation where power is not
available). When you purchase a 240vac model
you will receive 10m of signal cable and 10m of
current cable free of charge which allows you to
mount the electronic converter (the brain) of the
meter away from the sensor (the part that

is installed into the pipeline) – for example, on
the wall of the pump shed. For battery-powered
Krohne meters, the electronic converter is
mounted directly on the flow meter sensor part.
These meters are especially useful on
horticultural and farming systems where water
is being extracted from boreholes or surfacewater pump systems. Often this information
needs to be sent via telemetry directly to
the district or regional council which will be
watching the farmer’s overall extraction amount
and also be interested in the extraction rate
(ie the flow rate).
Krohne Magnetic Flow (Magflow) meters are
available from WSP in 25mm up to 3,000mm
diameter. If you’re not familiar with these
meters and would like more information,
contact your local WSP rep.
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Horticultural Irrigation

Mini Sprinklers
Mini sprinklers are used extensively for tree and vine
irrigation. They’re designed to throw water in a 3-5m
radius (6-10m wetted circle).
Avocado, pipfruit, citrus and kiwifruit
growers have used mini sprinklers for
years with great results. Historically
we have used the Rondo sprinkler
manufactured by Plastro in Israel.
Plastro became John Deere and
then Rivulis a few years ago. The
Rivulis S2000 is a newer, sleeker
version of the Rondo. Refer to pg
46 of the WSP 2015 price book.
The S2000 should only be used
upright. It comes with a 10mm BSP
base and is often mounted on a
riser stake such as our ST5T (stake
and 60cm length of 5mm tube preassembled; refer to pg 47 of the price
book) and pushed into the ground
under the tree or between trees. The

broad water coverage allows the tree
roots to maximise their growth over the
entire root-zone area; for tree crops
this also means more roots to absorb
fertilisers, especially when fertigation is
incorporated into the irrigation system.

It can also come with a range-limiter
which is handy when the crop is
young. It prevents the water from
throwing more than 1m and can be
easily snapped off when the trees grow
bigger, allowing the full throw of water.

The S2000 comes with a few handy
options. You can choose flowregulation (as long as the pipeline’s
pressure is above 2 bar) which is useful
with long sprinkler lines or slightly
undulating terrain and ensures all trees
receive the same amount of water.

For inverted (upside down) sprinklers
we still stock the Rondo mini
sprinkler with all the various optional
components. If your customer has
existing Rondos and wants more of the
same, we can supply the components
to make them up. Inverted Rondos
are also listed on pg 46, or call your
local WSP rep for more help.

The S2000 now comes with what
used to be a separate part called
an ‘anti-ant cup’ which prevents
spiders and ants from making homes
inside the sprinklers over winter.

WSP Continues To Sponsor
Westpac Rescue Helicopter
The Westpac Rescue Helicopter operates round the clock, 365 days a year,
crewed by highly experienced staff. For over 40 years they have been flying
missions to provide casualty evacuation from accidents, medical evacuation in
emergencies and assistance to police, fire, and search and rescue services.
They will do everything possible to save your life.
Water Supply Products is proud to have been a Corporate Supporter for the past
seven years. Well done to all the folk working for the Westpac Rescue Helicopter.

WSP Sponsors Classic Motorcycle Festival
The 2017 Classic Motorcycle Festival is on at Pukekohe Park Raceway on
February 4th & 5th and WSP is proud to be a major sponsor again this year.
One event celebrates the reunion of The Marlboro International Road Racing
Series and includes riders, mechanics and officials from the 1970s and 1980s.
Other events include vintage and pre-war bikes on display and blatting around
the racetrack. If you’re into old bikes, this event will be a great way to spend
the weekend. More information can be found at www.nzcmrr.com/index
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Proudly 100% New Zealand owned and operated.

Here are a few snippets to help you with problems you might encounter:

A. My Orbit Battery
Controller Won’t
Shut Down

If you can write down the voltage on
your order we have a better chance
of getting it right.

We have had a few complaints that
the latest Orbit battery controllers (our
codes 96781 & 96782) won’t STOP
irrigating. It appears this is because
the latching coils inside the controller
sometimes leave the factory in an open
state. To fix this, install the batteries
BEFORE attaching the controller to
the tap. Then if the water still won’t
shut off, turn it on manually and then
turn it off manually. This should close
the latching coil and get the timer
operating normally from then on.

D. 16mm Lateral Versus
16mm Dripline Tube

B. Ordering Nozzles With
Our Impact Sprinklers
As most of you know we have a large
range of impact sprinklers including
Wetta, Asper Farm and Rolland. If you
know what nozzle size the customer
wants, write it down on the order.
Otherwise we will send a standard
nozzle. Likewise, if the customer wants
a back jet, let us know. Otherwise we
will supply the sprinkler with a back
plug which keeps the flow rate down.
Nozzles are free with any impact
sprinkler order.

This is an oldie but a goodie. Both lateral
tube and dripline tube are called 16mm,
but the fittings are different sizes and
will not fit each other. How can this
be? The difference occurs because
the lateral tube has a 16mm internal
diameter while the dripline tube has a
16mm external diameter (about 14mm
internal diameter).
Therefore a 16mm lateral elbow for
example won’t go into a 16mm dripline
tube, even with a kettle of boiling
water! Likewise a 16mm dripline elbow
will be baggy and will leak like a sieve if
installed into a 16mm lateral tube.
Our dripline fitting codes all START
with D (for dripline) ie DLE16, versus
just LE16 for the 16mm lateral elbow.
Standard lateral fittings start on pg
30 of the 2015 price book, while the
dripline fittings are on pg 35.
If in doubt, please make sure you
specify dripline fittings on your order.
Still confused? Call us.

C. Specifying Coils For Your
Solenoid Valves
If you order a solenoid valve, please
don’t assume we know what voltage
you want. A number of our rural
customers need 24vac, whereas
industrial customers often want
240vac. Some people want DC coils.

A.

B.

A leading supplier to the irrigation and water industry since 2003.

Did You
Know We
Stock Garden
Hoses?
Many of you are aware WSP
stocks a range of garden
hoses. We have different
grades of professional hose.
Roll lengths come in 18m,
30m and 100m. Take a look
at Section 4 (starting at pg
63) of our current (2015)
price book. The hoses are
on pg 70. All our hoses are
manufactured in Australia.
We also stock a range of plastic
and brass snap-on hose end
fittings. These are on pg 68 of the
price book. For a range of hand
guns and wands, take a look at
pg 64. Our rep, Bruce, wanted to
mention the D-Grip Contractor
Pistol (our code 94706) which he
says is the bee’s-knees and virtually
unbreakable. He’s even run it over
a few times just to test it out.

D.

c.

With this dry summer weather,
more people will need to replace
their hoses so why not offer a
range of higher quality hoses
and fittings that are more likely
to stand the test of time.

www.watersupply.co.nz
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What about Cable Ties?
These gadgets are even better than sliced bread, as we all know.
They are a must for every contractor’s van and can hold anything
together. MacGyver really needs to get into the 21st Century
and replace his bits of wire with a bag of cable ties.
We have cable ties on our shelves in both black and
white, in a range of lengths and thicknesses. Take a
look on pg 84 of our 2015 price book. We even have
adhesive wall-mounts for them. Standard discounts
apply. These are available in bags of 100 except for the
largest 100cm long ones (!) which are in bags of 50.
So next time you have to save the world from the bad
guys, make sure you have cable ties in your jumpsuit.

Komet Guns For Pasture

Les
Underwood
Les turned up for his job interview 10
years ago with a black eye. This shows
you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover
since he is deeply religious and one of
the most sincere guys you’ll ever meet.
He is a member of the WSP10YSHC
(Ten Year Secret Handshake Club) yet is
practically unknown to our customers.
He’s the team leader of the Auckland
warehouse and is responsible for
getting all your orders out as quickly as
possible, and juggling a large warehouse
that is stretching at the seams. Every
time we stock a new product, Les has
to figure out where he’s going to put
it. Being responsible for over 16,000
product lines already, this is no easy
feat. Yet ask him where any little
gadget is and he will find it instantly.
Les moved with his parents to Auckland
from Fiji when he was about four. In his late
teens he spent a couple of years learning
how to scratch so is pretty good on the
turntable, and was part of the Papatoetoe
Recreation Centre Breakdance Crew.
He now has four children and a wife
who have become his main focus in life
but he follows the UFC and NBA when
he can sneak away. Rumour has it he
can’t be beaten on PlayStation’s Street
Fighter game (a self-made rumour).

Shane Sievers from our Christchurch WSP office was asked
to help out with a large farm irrigation system designed
by Grafton Irrigation. The farm is in North Otago and has a
centre pivot irrigator.
This works well but the farmer
wanted to also irrigate the four
corners where the pivot can’t reach.
This might sound like a simple job
but the areas involved are very large.
The farmer wanted a system that
gave him more open space for
machinery movement than a pod
system, or lots of smaller sprinklers
on poles, could provide. The client
had seen some other systems in
the area with medium-sized guns
on poles that Grafton had designed
and they preferred this option.
The farmer and Grafton Irrigation
designer were impressed with the
throw of our Komet 160 Plus (with
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a radius of 40-79m depending
upon pressure and nozzle choice),
meaning they could get away
with fewer guns. The set-up they
chose gave the results the farmer
required; it was cost-effective,
covered the areas, and there was
plenty of room between guns for
machinery to operate unhindered.
There are approximately 60 Komet
160 Plus guns in the system.
Each gun operates for about 30
minutes per night at around 5 bar
pressure, and is controlled by a
battery control system on a D44
series valve with a latching coil. An
existing pump and mainline were
utilised to further reduce the cost.

Les is also one of the few staff members
who continues to use the Auckland
WSP staff gym, probably just to make
the rest of us feel weak. He loves a
good conspiracy theory and knows we
still haven’t made it to the moon.
So next time you receive that order, spare
a moment to think about the smiley faces
behind the scenes that worked hard to get
your order to you correct, and on time.

AUCKLAND OFFICE
74 McLaughlins Road, Wiri
Auckland 2104
Phone: (09) 916 0094

CHRISTCHURCH OFFICE
71 Halwyn Drive, Hei Hei
Christchurch 8042
Phone: (03) 348 1293
www.watersupply.co.nz

